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Abstract-The results of shock-wave measurements using a calibrated fiber-tip sensor based on a Michelson 
interferometer are presented. A transfer function, obtained by an independent experiment that describes the 
properties of the sensor system, was used to correct the measured shock-wave data in the Fourier frequency 
domain. The phase of the transfer function was determined from its amplitude by a fitting procedure using 
minimum-phase terms. As an example of application, the acoustic output field of an electromagnetic lithotriptor 
was investigated, and the shock-wave source was reliably characterized. The measured data provide a basis for 
estimating the hazard to which a patient is exposed during shock-wave treatment and for optimizing a 
lithotriptor system to produce a sharply localized and effective acoustic field. 0 1997 World Federation for 
Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Extracorporeal shock-wave lithotripsy (ESWL) is a pow- 
erful and accepted technique in clinical therapy. For 
more than 15 years, it has been used to fragment stones 
(Chaussy 1988; Dawson and Whitfield 1994). More re- 
cently, the application of high-energy shock waves 
(HESW) in cancer therapy (Gamarra et al. 1993; End1 et 
al. 1996; Oosterhof et al. 1996) and pain control (Rompe 
et al. 1995; Dahmen et al. 1995) have been discussed. 

Although HESW are widely used, safety limits for 
the acoustic output of HESW systems, protecting the 
patient from additional damage to tissue (Radiation 
Safety Committee 1994) have not yet been defined. One 
reason for this unsatisfactory situation are the high de- 
mands on shock-wave measurement. Because of the 
steep leading edge with rise times in the ns-scale, and the 
tremendous positive and negative peak values of the 
pulse pressure (in the range of - 10 MPa and 100 MPa, 
respectively), shock-wave measurement simultaneously 
requires both a very high temporal and spatial resolution 
and high durability of the sensor (Granz et al. 1989; 
Granz 1994; Harris 1992). 

Several techniques have been employed to construct 
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a hydrophone system that is able to meet these difficult 
conditions. Capacity-coupled hydrophones (Granz et al. 
1989) combine the performances of PVDF membrane 
hydrophones with high durability, but the negative pres- 
sure part of a shock wave is not correctly characterized. 
PVDF membrane hydrophones, the most accepted stan- 
dard in ultrasonic measurement, suffer from the low 
damage level (Coleman and Saunders 1989; Hodnett and 
Zeqiri, 1997). PVDF needle hydrophones (Platte 1985), 
which are commonly used (Huber et al. 1994) provide 
high spatial resolution, but their durability is low. Fiber- 
tip sensors that were recently realized in several config- 
urations (Huber et al. 1994; Koch and Reibold 1995; 
Koch 1996; Menssen et al. 199 1; Staudenraus and Eisen- 
menger 1993) are able to fulfil at the same time all 
requirements of shock-wave measurement. The compli- 
cated diffraction processes at the fiber tip and acoustic 
effects in the fiber are, however, a hindrance to a com- 
prehensive understanding of the sensor properties and, 
hence, also if the acoustic output of a lithotriptor is to be 
characterized with the accuracy known from low-power 
ultrasonic measurement. One way to overcome this dis- 
advantage is the calibration of the fiber-tip sensor. The 
transfer function obtained can be used to correct mea- 
sured shock-wave data, and it represents an experimental 
basis for the comparison with theoretical models (Koch 
et al. 1997). 
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In this paper, the results of shock-wave measure- 
ments using a calibrated fiber-tip sensor are presented. 
The sensor is based on a Michelson interferometer that 
measures the displacement & of a metal-coated single- 
mode fiber tip (Menssen et al. 1991). For calibration, 2 
reference methods were employed (Koch et al. 1997): 1. 
Time-delay spectroscopy (TDS) with a calibrated hydro- 
phone: and 2. an interferometric foil technique. The 
frequency-dependent transfer function T&f) = &I& ob- 
tained may be understood as a transmission factor of the 
input displacement ii into the optical fiber, and it de- 
scribes the acoustic properties of the sensor system. It is 
used to correct the measured shock-wave data in the 
Fourier frequency domain. The phase of the transfer 
function, necessary because of its complex character, is 
determined from the amplitude of T&f) by a fitting 
procedure using minimum-phase terms. With the aid of 
an FFT algorithm, all measured shock-wave data can be 
corrected and, as an example, the acoustic output of a 
lithotriptor (Siemens Lithostar, Siemens, AG. Erlangen, 
Germany) is characterized. 

INTERFEROMETRIC FIBER-TIP SENSOR 
SYSTEM 

The fiberoptic measurement is based on an inter- 
ferometric technique (Menssen et al. 1991; Koch and 
Reibold 1995). A single-mode fiber with the plastic 
jacket removed forms the measuring arm of a Michelson 
interferometer (Fig. 1). The cut fiber tip is coated with a 
titanium layer 200 nm thick to improve the optical re- 
flection at the fiber-fluid interface. Although the optical 
reflection coefficient of titanium is lower than that of 
aluminum or gold, it was used as coating material be- 
cause titanium coatings can withstand shock-wave expo- 
sure. The fiber tip is placed in the focus of the shock- 
wave source, and its front face is moved by the acoustic 
pressure. The change in the optical path length then is 
measured by the interferometer. It contains an He-Ne 
laser (Spectra Physics 136-02, output power: 2 mW, 
Mountain View, USA) as a light source and a polarizing 
beam splitter for dividing and combining the optical 
field. For detection of the output field, 2 balanced pho- 
todetectors with a -3 dB bandwidth BW > 100 MHz are 
used. Each of these consists of 2 photodiodes and a 
difference transimpedance amplifier that suppresses the 
amplitude noise and increases the photocurrent. They 
generate 2 output signals (Fig. 1) whose phases differ by 
90”. In a computer, one signal is divided by the other, 
and the displacement of the fiber tip I& is obtained by an 
arctan operation applied to the quotient (Menssen et al. 
1991). & is to be identified with the input displacement 
& using a transfer function T&f) and, finally, the pressure 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of fiberoptic measurement. PBS = 
polarizing beamsplitter; IS0 = optical isolator; BS = beam- 
splitter; BPD = balanced photodetector; D-scope = digital 
scope; N4 = quarter-wave plate; Pol-C = polarization control- 
ler; SWS = shock-wave source; HV = high-voltage supply; Co 

= metallic coating; SM-F = single-mode fiber. 

of the input shock wave pi is obtained by time differen- 
tiation. 

DATA CORRECTION BY MEASURED 
TRANSFER FUNCTION 

The transfer function T&f) describes the response of 
the fiber-tip sensor system to an input displacement ci in 
the Fourier frequency domain and is defined by (Fig. 2a) 

T,(f) = +$$a I (1) 

where f is the frequency of the ultrasound. The frequen- 
cy-dependent input and fiber displacements &cf) and 
&cf̂ , are obtained from the Fourier transform of their 
time-dependent values: 

&k(f) = FT{lAt)) = 
i 

J; &At) exp{ - i2@}dt, 
% 

k = i,F (21 
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Fig. 2. (a) Definition of the transfer function T<cf). 
&cf) = input displacement; &JJ = fiber displacement. (b) 
Route of the calculation correcting the measured values J&(t). 
&(f, = input displacement; &cf) = fiber displacement; 
&( r) = time-dependent input displacement; p,(t) = input pres- 

sure: rl/ar = time differentiation. 

The experimental data can simply be corrected using the 
inversion of eqn (1) (Fig. 2b): The measured time-de- 
pendent data L&(t) are transformed into the Fourier fre- 
quency domain. &Jj) is then inserted into eqn (1) and the 
input displacement &cf> is calculated. Using the inverse 
Fourier transform, the displacement of the input wave is 
obtained, and time differentiation finally yields the pres- 
sure of the shock wave. 

The key problem of this procedure consists in the 
determination of the transfer function. The simplest re- 
lation is found if all waves involved are assumed to be 
plane. When the boundary conditions are satisfied, 
the frequency-independent relation TS(f)p = 2n,,l 
(1 + c,p,lc,p,) = 0.21 is obtained, where cF and pF, 
and cw and pw are the sound velocity and the density of 
the fiber and the fluid, respectively, and ~l,r~ is the effec- 
tive optical index (Reibold et al. 1993). This simple 
transfer function does not, however, include the acoustic 
diffraction at the fiber tip and acoustic effects inside the 
fiber, and furnishes incorrect results in certain respects 
(Koch and Reibold 1995). 

A significant improvement can be achieved using a 
transfer function determined by experiment. For the in- 
terferometric fiber-tip sensor, a measurement of T&J 
was carried out with the aid of two reference methods 
(Koch et al. 1997). The amplitude ITsu>l, depicted in Fig. 
3a, b, shows significant differences compared with the 
simplified approach. Diffraction processes at the fiber tip 
decrease IT&‘J)l at low frequencies, and acoustic effects 
inside the fiber lead to the significant peak at about 23 
MHz. 

In the experiment, however, only the amplitude of 
the transfer function was determined. To obtain the phase 
arg(T{m, it is assumed that the fiber-tip system has 

minimum-phase properties. In this case, amplitude and 
phase are rigidly related, and the phase can be obtained 
by fitting standard minimum-phase transfer functions to 
the measured amplitude values (Ahrendt and Taplin 
1951). The assumption that the system has minimum- 
phase properties is. of course, difficult to prove. Most 
physical and technical systems are, however, minimum- 
phase systems (Ahrendt and Taplin 1951), and we use 
this assumption here as a first approximation. A final 
elucidation can be given only by a phase measurement of 
the transfer function. 

During the fitting procedure, it turned out that it was 
impossible to find one common transfer function for all 
data. A second function was used to describe the high- 
frequency end correctly and, at frequencies higher than 
28.4 MHz, a complex average was calculated (Fig. 3): 
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Fig. 3. Amplitude and phase of the transfer function T<(f) vs. 
frequency J (a) Amplitude of transfer function determined 
experimental (A) and fitted [eqns (3) to (5)]. (b) Phase of fitted 

transfer function. 
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Table 1. Values of damping constants and comer frequencies 
used in eq. (4). 

Damping constants Corner frequencies 

D, = 0.66 .f;,, = 7.0 MHz 
D, = 0.283 ,& = 26.3 MHz 

.f,,? = 6.2 MHz 
D, = 0.01 
D’” c 0 10 

& = 36.0 MHz 
f"'.. = 40.0 MHz 

T&f) = T[(f)E 

TZ”(f), 0 ‘fs 28.4 MHz 
q’(f) @ e)(f), 28.4 MHz <,f ’ 

where 

T;“(f) 

(3) 

2 

I I[ 1 + L 

= 0.121 
f c,3 1 

I[ 
r’;‘(f) = 

0.121 
f p . (4) 

1 + 2iD”‘- - f’2’ (p,2 

The damping constants D and the comer frequencies f, 
are given in Table 1. The complex averaging @ is defined 
as 

arg(T&fM = arg(P!)(f)) + ag(T';)(f)j 

- arg@‘(28.4MHz)). (5) 

Since Ti’)(Jl approaches zero for frequencies f > 30 
MHz, averaging achieves only a smooth transition from 
the first to the second transfer function, avoiding addi- 
tional ripples in the FFT-process. The deviations of 
T&& from the experimental values during this transi- 
tion are not significant, because the spectral components 
in this frequency range contribute little to the final result. 
This may be an indication of the bandwidth limitation of 
the measurement system (see below). 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND 
SHOCK-WAVE MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

The calc$ati% scheme shown in Fig. 2b was nu- 
merically implemented. During one shock-wave mea- 

surement, 4000 points were acquired with a sampling 
interval of 4 ns. This data set was inserted into a matrix 

of N = 8 192 points suitable for an efficient FFT process. 
To avoid windowing in the time domain. the differenti- 
ation had been carried out before the Fourier transform 
was applied. The uncorrected pressure distribution ob- 
tained fast decreases to zero at the border (i.e.. the first 
and the last samples of the experimental data set). The 
measurement of the transfer function and the fitting pro- 
cess described above were carried out up to 40 MHz. The 
sampling interval of 4 ns, however. requires a higher 
frequency range when the FFT algorithm is applied to 
the data matrix. To avoid artificial calculation errors, the 
fiber displacement &Fv) was low-pass filtered in the 
Fourier domain by a modified Tukey window: 

II 0 5 .i < .i I 

w(j) = j, 5.i < j, +.jST 

j, + j,, 5 j 5 N/2 
(6) 

A similar equation holds for the negative frequencies 
NJ2 < j I, N - 1. The constants j, and j,, define the 
width and the steepness of the window. In the calcula- 
tion, j,, was set to 600 and the halfwidth j, + js,/2 to 
13 10, which represents a low-pass filtering with a corner 
frequency of 40 MHz. 

The shock-wave source under test was a prototype 
of a Siemens Lithostar based on the electromagnetic 
principle. The fiber-tip sensor was placed in the focus of 
the condenser lens. The measurements were carried out 
using only one fiber tip. The durability of the tip, char- 
acterized by the number of withstood shock waves, de- 
pends mainly on the quality of the cleaved facet and the 
purity of the metallic coating. Up to now, no detailed 
investigation of this topic has been carried out, but one 
third of the sensor tips withstood more than 50 shock 
waves at the highest power level and broke, in most 
cases, during alignment procedures. One fifth of the tips 
were damaged immediately after start, the others were in 
between the given values. 

An example of the measured fiber displacement 
&cf) is shown in Fig. 4. The trace starts most suddenly, 
increasing from zero to a broad peak, and then returns, 
slowly oscillating, toward zero. The corresponding pres- 
sure pulses corrected by the transfer function procedures 
are depicted in Fig. 5a, b. The lower plot (b) shows the 
result of the calculation using the transfer function 
T&&, determined experimentally and fitted. The typical 
shape of a shock wave is identified: The steep rise to a 
peak value of = 60 MPa is followed by a long negative 
pressure part with a minimum pressure of s -9 MPa. 
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Fig. 4. Example of measured time-dependent fiber displace- 
ment. 

The transient oscillations shown in the inset result from 
spectral filtering and lead to an insignificant overestima- 
tion of the positive peak pressure. 

For comparison, the upper plot (Fig. 5a) shows the 
pressure pulse using the constant simple transfer function 
r,(j),. Note that spectral filtering is not necessary in this 
case and that the noise level is insignificantly higher. The 
pulse shape shows significant oscillations at a frequency 
of = 23 MHz, corresponding to the peak in the transfer 
function T&j& (Fig. 3). The application of the inverse of 
T&j& in the correction procedure, therefore, removes 
these disturbances. Furthermore, the negative pressure, 
the pulsewidth and, hence, the pulse energy are in- 
creased, because at low frequencies the amplitude of 
r&B, is smaller than that of the simple transfer function. 

Several parameters are important for characterizing 
a shock-wave source. The positive peak pressure p+ and 
the pulse energy proved to be crucial for the disintegra- 
tion of stones (Granz and Kiihler 1992). The negative 
pressure part of the shock wave gives rise to cavitation 
effects that are also responsible for stone fragmentation 
(Pittomvils et al. 1995) and tissue damage (Delius et al. 
1995; End1 et al. 1996; Suhr et al. 1996). The rise time 7r 
of the leading edge is a critical indicator of the amount of 
high-frequency components in the shock-wave spectrum 
(Harris 1992). 

Figure 6a, b shows these 4 quantities in dependence 
on the excitation voltage, obtained from measurements in 
the focus of the electromagnetic lithotriptor. The positive 
peak pressure p+ is the maximum acoustic pressure of 
the shock wave reduced by the maximum amplitude of 
the transient oscillations. The negative peak pressure p- 
was determined as the minimum of a fit polynomial of 
the second order applied to the negative pressure part of 
measured data between the 2 zeros. The energy of the 
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Fig. 5. Examples of calculated time-dependent input pressure 
pi(t). (a) Application of constant transfer function T&j),,; (b) 
application of transfer function T&J‘&; the insets expand the 

time scale in the vicinity of the pulse peak. 

shock wave, characterized by the pulse-intensity integral 
PII, is defined as (Ziskin and Lewin 1993) 

1 lfw.5 
PII = ~ pf(W. (7) 

PWC, 

The rise time TV is specified as the time difference be- 
tween the 2 points in time at which the leading edge of 
the shock wave reaches 10% and 90% of the positive 
peak pressure, respectively. The absolute amplitude of 
the positive and the negative peak pressure, as well as the 
pulse-intensity integral, increase with growing excitation 
voltage (Fig. 6). The rise time decreases up to U = 17 
kV (7, = 19 ns), but it remains almost constant at higher 
voltages (U = 18 kV: TV = 18 ns, iJ = 19 kV: TV = 16 
ns). This behaviour is either a property of the nonlinear 
pulse propagation or it is caused by the bandwidth lim- 
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Fig. 6. Shock-wave parameters vs. the excitation voltage U of 
the lithotriptor. (a) Positive (H) and negative (*) peak pressure; 
(b) rise time (0) and pulse-intensity integral (+); sampling 

interval 4 ns. 

itation of the fiber-tip measurement system (Koch and 
Reibold 1995). 

During medical treatment, the stone or the abnormal 
tissue is put into the focus of the lithotriptor system. With 
respect to the safety of patients, the shock-wave param- 
eters in the vicinity of the focus position, in the range 
where the tissue that is not affected is situated, are of 
particular interest. A scan along the sound-propagation 
direction (positive z-direction) provides information on 
the length and the properties of the focal region (Fig. 7a, 
b). The origin of the z-coordinate was fixed at the max- 
imum of the positive peak pressure. The amplitude of the 
negative peak pressure, however, decreases monoto- 
nously and no extreme value is found. The maximum of 
the pulse-intensity integral is, hence, shifted towards the 
lithotriptor. Because cavitation events are mainly caused 
by the negative pressure part of a shock wave, the risk is 
especially high for the tissue in front of the area under 
treatment. In particular situations, it may, therefore, be 
advisable to place a stone, for example, not exactly into 
the focus but before it, despite the fact that the treatment 

may be a little less effective. A scan in the .\--direction 
perpendicular to the sound propagation direction charac- 
terizes the lateral properties of the focused sound field 
(Fig. 8a, b). At the position .I- = 0, all parameters have an 
extreme value. From the positive peak pressure and the 
pulse-intensity integral, a full width at half-maximum 01 
4.8 mm (p,) and = 8 mm (Pm is deduced. In terms of 
the negative peak pressure, the acoustic field is much 
broader and a high cavitation level is expected, even far 
away from the focus. This leads to an increased risk for 
the tissue not concerned in the vicinity of the area under 
treatment. 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

The results of shock-wave measurements using a 
calibrated fiber-tip sensor are presented. The sensor is 
based on a Michelson interferometer that measures the 
displacement of a metal-coated single-mode fiber tip. A 
frequency-dependent transfer function obtained by ex- 
periment that describes the properties of the sensor sys- 
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Fig. 7. Shock-wave parameters vs. the distance from the litho- 
triptor in the direction of sound propagation. (a) Positive (m) 
and negative (*) peak pressure: (b) rise time (0) and pulse- 

intensity integral (+); sampling interval 4 ns. 
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Fig. 8. Shock-wave parameters vs. the lateral distance from the 
sound axis. (a) Positive (m) and negative (*) peak pressure; (b) 
rise time ( l ) and pulse-intensity integral (+); sampling interval 

4 ns. 

tern was used to correct the measured shock-wave data in 
the Fourier frequency domain. The phase of the transfer 
function, necessary because of its complex character, 
was determined from the amplitude of T&j) by a fitting 
procedure using minimum-phase terms. By means of an 
FFT algorithm, all measured shock-wave data were cor- 
rected, and the positive and negative peak pressure, the 
rise time and the pulse-intensity integral of each pulse 
were calculated. 

As an example of application, the acoustic output 
field of a lithotriptor (Siemens Lithostar) was investi- 
gated. It produced shock waves of increasing pressure 
and energy with growing excitation voltage. The acoustic 
field was well focused with respect to positive peak 
pressure and rise time. The pulse-intensity integral and, 
in particular, the negative peak pressure showed, how- 
ever, a significantly shifted or broader distribution giving 
rise to a high damage risk for healthy tissue far away 
from the focal zone. 

The measured data presented allow a shock-wave 
source to be reliably characterized. They provide a basis 

for an estimation of the hazard to which a patient is 
exposed during shock-wave treatment. Furthermore, they 
may be used for optimizing a lithotriptor system to 
produce a sharply localized and effective acoustic field 
with a low damage risk for healthy tissue. 
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